
Home – School Work

Ms Ryan : 2nd Class 

5TH – 8TH MAY 2020



Hello!

 Hey everybody, 

 Here is the work I am assigning for the week. Again, don’t  feel under 
pressure to get it all done. Do what you can. ☺

I am delighted with everyone is who has engaged with seesaw last week –
keep it up! 

 Have a lovely week and keep safe.    Ms Ryan ☺





Tuesday

 Cracking maths: new chapter  28:Money  pg 107 and 108 ( try the 

questions with real money first and the write in the answer

 Tables 8+

 Writing : in your best writing write your news from the weekend and include 
a picture.. I will pick some to share on my seesaw page if you would like!

 Craic le litriú- 1 activity And 2 spellings

 How are you feeling today? Write down a few sentences of how you are 
feeling..  Some examples: Tired/ happy/ sad/ excited/ relaxed/ angry/ 

grateful – send a picture of your sentences or a video on seesaw



Wednesday

 Cracking maths: pg 109 – change from 1 euro  ( round to the nearest 5c or 

10c to help)

 Let’s  talk Literacy: pg 66 A and B 

 Craic le litriú- 1 section and 2 spellings

 Take a picture of something in your house/ garden that you couldn’t  be 
without and say why you love it / need it so much!  Upload to seesaw!



Thursday

 Cracking maths: pg 110 – writing money using the euro symbol

 Let’s  talk  literacy: Pg 66 – C – rewrite the poem and change some of the 
rhyming words to make a new poem.. Record yourself reading and send 
on seesaw.  Also pg 67 fill in the missing words.

 Sese Explorers: pg 62 – how does water make a canal boat move? 

 Craic le litriú: 1 activity and 2 spellings 

 Put these words in sentences and send a picture: cousin, reason, brilliant, 
pretend and dusk. If you don’t  know what a word means look it up in a 
dictionary or dictionary online.



Friday

 Cracking Maths: pg111 and 112 Money – change

 Tables 8+ ( ask someone to test you) can call them out and you say the answer! 

 Let’s talk Literacy: use the words in the green box from yesterdays yesterday’s work  page 
67 and put them into sentences.  Read the short story on pg 68 ‘ Children should be 
allowed to drive cars!  Look up the meaning of the words in bold ( allowed, reason, useful, 
responsible) 

 Make a list of ie words like we do in lift off on the white board.. Take a picture and send 
to seesaw. 

 Sese explorers:pg 63 Design and make a sailboat. What objects use water to make them 
move? What objects would sink in water and what objects would float?

 Maybe someone might ask you your Irish spellings you did this week – take a picture and 
send to me on seesaw! 



wellbeing  

During the week write a piece on seesaw and say 

1. If you like/ dislike this new online learning..

2. What you like about it?

3. What you dislike about it?

4. Anything that you would like to see more of?

5. You can upload this in anyway you like- video, picture, note.



Project of the week:

 Pick a European country and do a project on it this week – include writing, 

pictures etc. 

 Research some interesting facts! If you are struggling to find information 
send me a message on seesaw and I’ll send you on some! 





Pe

 Joe wicks 

 10@10

 Go noodle

 Most important get outside for fresh air as much as you can! Try get from 

one side of your garden/ room in your house to the other not using your 
feet.. Think outside the box! Send a video or photo to seesaw with how you 

got across! 



News of the week

 I would really love if the boys could either write there news in their copies 

and take a picture of it to send to me or send it to me as an email.

 Include some things you did during the week, some things you found easy/ 

hard, how you are getting on And any other news you have.

( if writing use your nearest writing!!!) Don’t  forget full stops and capital 

letters☺



Online learning

 Epic App for reading

 Spellingsforme 

 Abair liom on folens for extra Gaeilge

 Top marks for maths activities

 Continue with spellings for me 

 please continue with spellingsforme and the sentences maybe 3 times a week if possible!

 READ everyday either epic app or a book!

Looking forward to lots more interactions on seesaw this week!  I miss  ye lots!

mind yourselves and keep safe... Ms Ryan


